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Given a saturated formation* of finite groups, 9 say, a maximal sub- 
group 17 of a finite group G is called F-normal in G if G/Core,(U) EF and 
is called F-abnormal in G if it is not P-normal. An arbitrary subgroup 
H < G is said to be F-subnormal (in short: HF-sn G) if there xists a chain 
H= UO Q U1 <a’. Q U, = G such that Ui _ I is P-normal in Ui for all i= 
1 ,..., n; and H is said to be 9-subabnormal (in short: HP-San G) if X is 
F-abnormal in Y whenever H < X G Y < G. In case that B = M, these 
definitions lead to the usual notions of subnormality and subabnormality. 
In this paper we shall investigate th class Fan of all finite groups G such 
that U< G implies that UF-sn G or UF-san G. (Note that G is both 
P-subnormal and 9-subabnormal in G, and is the unique subgroup of G 
enjoying this property.) Throughout he present note we shall assume that 
9 is a saturated formation closed under 
the operation ftaking subgroups; 
and, of course, all groups will be of finite order. F(p) will denote the full 
and integrated p-local definition of F, and ~(9”) the characteristic of S.
The problem of finding a description of the groups in 9.” was solved by 
Bauman and Ebert [ 1 ] for some specific classes 9, namely 9 = Jf or 
9 = L$yPop, the class of all soluble p-nilpotent groups (p an odd prime). We 
have to point out, though, that the definition of F-subnormality given in 
Cl] is somewhat less restrictive than the one given above. More 
specifically, the definition of F-normality as introduced in [l] is, in a 
sense, abnormal in not requiring a group with only F-normal maximal 
subgroups to be an P-group. (For example, every minimal simple group 
’ Current address: Department of Mathematics, I.A.S., The Australian National University, 
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‘The reader is assumed to be familiar with the theory of saturated formations of finite 
groups and their projectors and covering subgroups. The relevant definitions, notations, and 
results can be found in [2, 33. 
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has only Y-normal maximal subgroups, and is not contained inthe class 
Y of all soluble groups.) 
Groups in %=“\% are of some interest in view of the recent 
generalisations of the theory of %-projectors and %-covering subgroups 
(cf. [2, 33): The definitions f %-projectors and %-covering subgroups 
make perfectly good sense for finite (not necessarily soluble) groups, and 
%-projectors exist in all finite groups-yet hey need not be %-covering 
and, even worse, %-covering subgroups do not exist in general. Groups in 
%a”, however, do have %-covering subgroups (for these can be charac- 
terised asthe minimal %-subabnormal subgroups which belong to %), and 
these are precisely their %-projectors. 
1. SOME GENERAL RESULTS ON &-GROUPS 
1.1. LEMMA. (a) Let H<G and NsG. Then H%-san(%-sn) G iff 
H%-san(%-sn) HN and HN/N%-san(%-sn) G/N. 
(b) Zm = QWA; more precisely, if H%-san(%-sn) G, H < U< G 
and Na G, then H%-san(%-sn) U and HN/N%-san(%-sn) G/N. 
Proof: (a) First we shall deal with %-subabnormality. Clearly, ifH%- 
san G, then H%-san HN and HN%-san G, the latter implying that 
HN/N%-san G/N. Conversely, from H%-san HN and HN/N%-san G/N, 
we shall deduce that H%-san G, employing induction IGI. Suppose that 
H is not %-subabnormal in G, i.e., there xist X, Y< G such that H< 
X Q Y < G and Y/Core ,(X) E%. From HNfN%-san G/N we get HN/N%- 
san YN/N. Consequently, H(Y n N)/( Yn N) %-San Y/Y n N. Since H%- 
san HN implies H%-san H( Y n N), we see that G = Y: otherwise, by induc- 
tive hypothesis, we should have that H%-san Y. Put C= Core,(X). From 
HN/N%-san GIN we get HCN/CN%-san G/CN, which together with 
G/C E 9 forces G = HCN. Therefore G/C = HNC/C r HN/HN n C by a 
natural isomorphism, and an argument similar to the one used previously 
shows that G = HC < X Q G, which is absurd. 
Now we turn to %-subnormality. Here H%-sn HN and HN/N%-sn G/N 
obviously imply that H%-sn G. As for the converse, wemay use induction 
on IGI + IG : HI + /NJ. Then, w.l.o.g., N is minimal normal in G # HN. 
Since H%-sn G, there exists X Q G such that H%-sn X and 
G/Core,(X) ES. As we are clearly done in case that N < X (i.e., 
N<Core,(X)), we may suppose that G =XN. By induction, H(Xn N)/ 
(X n N) %-sn X/X n N g XNfN = G/N, whence HN/N%-sn G/N. Further- 
more, again appealing to the inductive hypothesis, we see that H%- 
sn H(Xn N) and H(Xn N)/(Xn N) %-sn X/X n N, the latter being 
equivalent toH(X n N) %-sn X. Thus we may assume that H = H(X n N). 
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Again let C = Core,(X). Then GICE % = S% gives HNC/C E %; in par- 
ticular, HC/C%-sn HNCJC, because ach section of HNC/C belongs to 
% = QS%. The natural isomorphism from HNC/C onto HN/HN n C maps 
HC/C onto H(HN n C)/(HN n C), whence the latter g oup is %-subnor- 
mal in HN/HN n C. This completes the proof of (a): 
HNnC=HNnXnC=H(NnX)nC=HnC. 
(b) %&, = Q%a” is immediate from (a). In order to prove that %&, = S%an, 
it suffices to show that H< U G G and H%-san(%-sn) G imply H%- 
san(%-sn) U. As regards %-subabnormality, his tatement holds trivially. 
Thus we consider the case when H%-sn G. Putting C = Core,(U), we may 
argue by induction a d apply (a) to see that H%-sn U, provided only that 
C # 1: indeed, H%-sn HC and HCJC%-sn G/C, from which we get 
HC/C%-sn U/C; and eventually we obtain H%-sn U. So let C= 1. In 
this case G z G/Core,(U) E% follows ifU is %-normal in G, and as we 
have mentioned above, every subgroup of G is %-subnormal in every 
subgroup containing it. This argument shows that we may now assume 
that every %-subnormal maximal subgroup V of G is not core-free, and
thus contains a minimal normal subgroup M of G supplementing U.Since 
H%-sn G, we can find some V with these properties such that H%-sn V. 
Now H%-sn U follows, using the inductive hypothesis: indeed, from 
H%-sn V and U n M< V we get that H%-sn H( U n M), while 
H( U n M)/( U n M) z HM/M %-sn G/M = UM/M E U/U n M gives that 
H(Un M)/(Un M) %-sn U/Un M; finally, (a) yields our claim. [ 
The statement in Lemma 1.1(b) related to Q-closure (as well as the 
relevant part of Lemma 1.1(a)) remains valid without he assumption that 
% be closed under taking subgroups. Taking G = S4 and 8 = 
IQ, &, &W ( so that %(2) = &“QR,{S,}, %(3)= 8~D,{Z,} and 
%(p) = @ for all p> 3), we see that each Sylow 3-subgroup H of G is %- 
subnormal in G (H G S, Q G), yet H is not %-subnormal in A, = 
HS(G) 4 %. Since very 2-subgroup ofG is readily seen to be %-subnormal 
in G, one checks easily that G is in %=,. Note that A, still belongs to %an. 
In what follows, however, we shall apply the second parts of Lemma 1.1(a) 
and (b) rather frequently, and therefore cannot replace the hypothesis ofS- 
closure of% by requiring %a, to be S-closed. (By the way, we do not know 
of an example of a saturated formation % # S% such that %a, # S%a,,.) 
G = Z4 ), S,, together with % = JV, shows that H d U d GE %a,, and 
H%-sn G need not imply that U%-sn G: take U= Z, and H= @(Z,). 
1.2. COROLLARY. Every subgroup ofa group GE %& is either %-sub- 
abnormal inG or belongs to%. 
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Proof: Suppose that U< G is not F-subabnormal in G. Let H be an 
arbitrary maximal subgroup of U. Being a subgroup of U, H is certainly 
not F-subabnormal in G, and so is 8-subnormal in G. Hence 
Lemma 1.1(b) forces H to be P-subnormal (i.e., P-normal) in U, 
too. Therefore U, a group without P-abnormal maximal subgroups, 
belongs to the saturated formation 9. 1 
The converse of the assertion in Corollary 1.2 does not hold. Consider, 
e.g., 9=~+‘“‘and G=A,. 
1.3. LEMMA. Let GE SF&, and consider H< G such that G= HGs and 
HE 9. Then Hn G” < Q(H). 
Proo$ Suppose that H n GS 6 O(H). Then there xists a maximal 
subgroup X of H such that H = X(H n GS). Now, on the one hand, X- 
being an F-normal maximal subgroup of HE F-should be 8-subnormal 
in G, as is shown by Lemma 1.1 (b). On the other hand, if X< U Q G, 
where U is F-normal in G, then G/Core,(U) ~9 means that GP 6 
Core,(U); and G = HGs = X(H n GF) GS = XGs 6 U Core,(U) = U < G, 
a contradiction. 1 
Z,(G), the 9-hypercentre of G, is defined to be the (unique) largest 
normal subgroup of G having only F-central G-chief factors. 
1.4. COROLLARY. rf G E 9&,\ 9, then Z,(G) < Q(H) for each 9-projec- 
tor H of G. 
Proof: To begin with, note that Z,(G) is contained inevery 9-projec- 
tor H of G; in fact, H covers every -central chief factor fG. (This asser- 
tion depends on G = HC,(X/Y) for every s-central chief factor X/Y of G, 
which forces HX/Y to be in 9.) 
Aiming for acontradiction, we assume that Z,(G) $ Q(H). Then there 
exists X c H such that H= XZ,(G). Consequently, 
Moreover, 
G = HGs = XZ,(G) GF = (XG”) Z,(G). (*) 
XGF < G, (**I 
because otherwise we should have that H= G n H = XG* n H = 
X(GS n H) < X@(H) (see Lemma 1.3), that is to say that H= X. From (*) 
it is obvious that XG99-sn G, and then (**) together with Corollary 1.2 
yields that XG”e9. Again using (*) we get that G/Z,(G)e 
Q{ XG*} E 9. Hence GE 9, too, which contradicts thehypothesis ofour 
corollary. 1 
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1.5. LEMMA. Let G E F=, . Then precisely one of the following three con- 
ditions holds: 
(i) GEM; 
(ii) GEG;(~~,; 
(iii) if H 9 G, then 1 # GS < HE 9. 
Proof Without loss of generality, assume that G” # 1. If, in addition, 
G” = G, then every maximal subgroup of G in S-abnormal, and thus 
every subgroup of G is @-subabnormal. Then for each p E n(G), 1 is 9- 
abnormal in P < G, where (PI = p. Hence rc(G) n ~(9) = 0. Thus we are 
left to consider the case when 1 # GS # G. First let GS < H 9 G. Then H is 
F-normal in G, and Corollary 1.2 yields that H is in 8. Now suppose that 
some HO9 G does not contain GS. Then G/H,n G* E G/H,x G/GF, 
where G/H, = GSH,/H, z GF/GS n H,. Since GS E S{ H} E SF = 9, we 
infer that G/H, n GF E DOB = 8, i.e., Gr < H, n GS < H,, a contradic- 
tion. 1 
Clearly, &x,FBF)(9’) is the class of all groups all of whose subgroups are 
F-subabnormal (F-subnormal). 
The following description of &-groups for an arbitrary subgroup-closed 
saturated formation 9 is, of course, far from being explicit. Anyhow, given 
9 explicitly, it often enables one to pin down the groups in & quite 
easily, especially when combined with Corollary 1.4 above. 
1.6. THEOREM. Let 6 be a saturated formation, which is closed under 
taking subgroups. 
(4 9 u &&), 5 Tin g gxx(gFJ u $Fj- 
(b) The following three statements are equivalent in pairs: 
(i) GE&,,. 
(ii) (a)GS<H<G=-H~F-; and 
I 
(/I) Cov,(G) coincides with the set of all minimal sup- 
plements in G of CF. 
(iii) (~)G”~H<G~HE~-; and 
i 
(b) Proj,(G) coincides with the set of all minimal sup- 
plements in G of CF. 
Proof Part (a) is immediate from Lemma 1.5 and the above remarks. 
(b) (i) =z- (ii) If GS < H< G, then H/GSY-sn G/G9 E 9. Applying 
Lemma 1.1 and Corollary 1.2, we see that HEF. This proves (a), whereas 
(/I) is obvious from Lemma 1.3 and the well-known characterisation of 
Cov,(G) as set of all minimal F-subabnormal subgroups of G contained 
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in 9; note that a proper subgroup of G supplementing GF cannot be con- 
tained in an F-normal maximal subgroup U of G, since for any such U 
necessarily GF < Core,(U). 
(ii)=(i) Let H be a proper subgroup of G. If HGS < G, then 
HG”E%, from which H%-sn HGSF-sn G follows. IfHGF = G, then 
there is a minimal supplement X in G of GS such that Xd H; and H%- 
san G holds for each subgroup H containing ang-covering subgroup X
of G. 
(i) =E. (iii) This is clear from the equivalence of (i) and (ii) and its proof 
given above; observe that Lemma 1.3 also applies to9-projectors in tead 
of F-covering subgroups. 
(iii)* (ii) It s&ices to show that Proj,(G)ECov,(G) for each G 
satisfying (iii). We must show that U= HUF whenever HE Proj,(G) and 
H< U< G. First of all, observe that G = HGF = UGs and therefore 
Any KE Proj,( U) satisfies U= KUS. By the above inclusion, U=
K( Un G*), yielding that G = UGs = KG9. Consequently, we can find a 
minimal supplement Y< K in G of GF. Hypothesis (iii$) forces Y to be an 
F-projector fG. In particular, Y is F-maximal in G and so cannot be a 
proper subgroup of K E %“I: 
K= YE Proj,(G). 
This argument shows that K n GF < Q(K). From U= KUF, UF d Un G9, 
Hg U and G = HGs the following is obtained: 
(Un Gg)/Ug = (KU* n G”)jUF = (Kn GS) U”/Us < Q(K) UF/Us 
< @(KU91UF) = @(U/U”) 
and 
U/Us = (HGs n U)/U” = H(G* n U)/U” = (HU9/US)(Un GS/U*), 
giving the desired conclusion that U/U” = HU-“/U’. 1 
Our proof shows that in both (b.ii$) and (b.iii$), theword “contains” 
may be substituted for“coincides with.” 
1.7 Remarks. (a) Zf%‘=%, then %a*H”=%vVXCF,,. 
(b) Zf % z P’, then %a,, n d X(4F)CY. 
(c) If % is closed under taking ormal products, hen G, (the %-radical 
of G) is the unique maximal normal subgroup of GE (%a” n ~~;cF,)\%. 
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To show how Theorem 1.6 can be applied when % is specified, we deter- 
mine the elements of Jr/-,,.,. Our result is the same as the one obtained in 
[ 11; in fact, he reader can easily check that, when % = J(r, our notion of 
%-normality (and thus of %-subnormality) isequivalent to the one 
employed in Cl]-note that our definition of %-(sub)abnormality then 
also agrees with [ 11. The following statement is immediate from 
Theorem 1.6, Corollary 1.4 and Remarks 1.7. Indeed, if G E JV^a,,\.N, then 
F(G) 3 G, and C n F(G) is the unique maximal subgroup of C, where C 
denotes aCarter subgroup of G. 
1.8. EXAMPLE. GE&,\A- iff G= PQ, where P is a cyclic Sylow 
p-subgroup f G for some prime p, @(P) = Z(G) and Q is anilpotent normal 
p’-subgroup of G all of whose G-chief factors are ccentric. (The latter con- 
dition amounts to saying that N,(P) = P.) 
We mention another example, the proof of which is equally simple: 
@JqP,,,, = (-4, n +$P) u ~~(p,qjp; herep and q denote two.distinct primes. 
This result may also be deduced by applying, ina suitable way, the main 
result ofSection 2. 
2. p'-EXTENSIBLE FORMATIONS 
In this section F denotes a aturated formation satisfying .9 = p,.F (i.e., 
F=L$, or S=E”,.F(p)=%(q)28(p) for all primes q#p) for some 
prime p. 
2.1. LEMMA. 3$,r. ~$9. 
Proof: First of all note that 8XcPp, c 8’ and % u 8&r s gP%. Also 
observe that &P% is an S-closed saturated formation. Arguing by way of 
contradiction, assume that %a, & gP%. Choose GE %=,\4% of least order. 
Then GE b(gp.F) isa primitive group with unique minimal normal sub- 
group S = S(G) $ Q(G), and G/S E &$%; in particular, GS 2 S 4 r$. 
Case 1. SE gPZ. Choose some %-projector H of G. Then 
HSE gP,% = % yields that S < H. Applying Lemma 1.3, we get that 
S = S n H d GS n H < Q(H). Therefore, by a well-known lemma of 
Gaschtitz, S a G is contained ina(G), leading to the desired contradiction. 
Since we already know that S$ gP,, it only remains to exclude the 
following case. 
Case 2. S is non-abelian (and p E n(S)). We may choose an odd prime 
q # p in n(S). Let Q be a Sylow q-subgroup ofS, and let T= N,(Z(J(Q))). 
Since S is minimal normal in G, and is not a q-group, the celebrated 
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Glauberman-Thompson ormal p-complement theorem yields that T is a 
proper subgroup of S, which is not q-nilpotent. Moreover, the Frattini 
argument gives G = XS, where X= N,(Z(J(Q))) <G. Lemma I.lb and our 
choice of G show that XE 8’9. Consider an @“-projector H of X. Since H
covers X/X@, and as G = XS, we have G = HG@, too. From S6 G’F we 
infer that Hn S d Q(H) (cf. Lemma 1.3). 
Now HTES{X) cc”,sC, whence HT= HOJHT): in fact, the main 
results of[2] show that H is an g-projector fHT, because H is an 
g-projector fX k Xn S = T. Moreover, all HT-chief factors of
T/O,(T) = T/O,(HT) n T z HT TO,(HT)/O,(HT) a HT/O,(HT) E 9 
are F-central That is to say, T/O,(T) is contained inthe ,q-hypercentre of 
HT/O,(T), and so is necessarily contained inHO,( T),lO,(T), an %-projec- 
tor of HT/O,(T). Therefore 
whence T/O,(T) is nilpotent. This yields the desired contradiction: T is
q-nilpotent. 1 
In view of Remark 1.7(a), in what follows, wemay restrict at ention to
the case when 9 # 4,. 
2.2. THEOREM. Let 9 =&“#F #gps be a subgroup-cloned saturated 
formation, 
{a) Each GE Fa,,\S has the following propertie.~: 
(1) GF s O,(G); 
(2) PnG*<@(F)f or any FE Proj,(G); (note that GF E JI’ forces 
Proj,(G)=Cov,(G) = (F< G = FG” / F9-maximal in Gj to be a set of 
conjugate subgroups of G); 
(3) U/F(G) E 9(p) for each maximai subgroup U of G costarring 
F(G) and G/F(G) 6 F(P); 
(4) O,,,,(G) = G(G) GF = F(G); 
(5) @(G)>FnF(G)b@(F)for any F~proj,(G). 
(b) Conuersely, ifG is a group satisfying conditions (l)-(4) in(a), 
then G E F&,\ 9. 
Proof. (a) Properties (I) and (2) have been verified n Lemmas 2.1 and 
1.3, respectively. In view of (l), it is obvious that O,(G) < Z,(G). By 
Corollary 1.4, Z,(G) d @i(G), and so we get that O,+,(G) = F(G) B 
@(G) GS. Furthermore, asG $9, we see that G* & Q(G), and there 
we obtain that G = G/@(G) still belongs to &-,,\S. We claim that F(G) = 
F(G) = GF = ?, proving (4). Indeed, any minimal normal subgroup ii;i < 
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F(G) of G is complemented in G, and as Z,(G) Q Q(G), li;i isnecessarily 
p-eccentric, .e., f@< GS. Moreover, if FcProj,(G), the FnF(G)= 
FnF(G) de, as F(G)=F(G)/@(G) is abelian, and so Fn F(G)< 
Z,(G) < G(G) = 1. Hence Fn F(G) G@(G). From FnG"<Qi(F), 
F/Fn G* g FGSIGS = G/GF and F(G)/G" = @P(G) G*/G9 we infer that 
Fn@(G) =Fn F(G) < Q(F), and (5)holds. 
It remains to deal with condition (3), to which purpose we may clearly 
assume that Q(G) = 1; in particular, Z,(G) = 1, and we can easily see that 
F(G) = O,(G) = S(G) = G”. Let F(G) < U Q G. Theorem 1.6 asserts hat 
.!JEF c&~,~(P), meaning that U/O,,(U)E%(~). Now we are done: 
0p.t U) centralises F(G)< O,(U), and F(G) =S(G mod Q(G)) = 
F’(G) > C&F'(G)) = F(G); cf. [3, 1.1-J 
(b) By means of Theorem 1.6, a proof of (b) is easily obtained, when 
~!?~“,9(p) E 9 and the characterisation of Proj,(G) for groups GE J-9, 
which as been included inthe above formulation fproperty (2), is taken 
into account. 1
As a trivial consequence ofTheorem 2.2, we have an explicit description 
of Fa,,-groups for9 = &e”p, the class of all p-nilpotent groups. In contrast 
to [ 11, there is no need to exclude the case when p = 2. (Actually, themain 
result of [l] deals with & = $$, the class of all soluble p-nilpotent 
groups, p an odd prime. Nevertheless, it turns out that &,,\F = 
(Y&),,\& = (9JAN\&, where (90)AN denotes the Bauman-Ebert analogue 
of (%)anr using their definition of $$sub(ab)normality.) 
2.3. EXAMPLE. (L?Pv&P),,\(~Pb'&P) = (A&\.N) n (G E b( In(G)I = 2, 
G/O,(G) EJV}. (See Example 1.8 for an explicit description of &&,-groups.) 
We leave it to the reader to derive from Theorem 2.2 a description of 
~~~~qA”. The corresponding, and equivalent, problem concerning 
(~~~~4Ar4 was raised in [ 11. 
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